2020 AUGUST BAC DRIVE-IN MOVIE AT BASTROP FILM ALLEY
It was a flashback to a different time for most of us last Friday night when about 14 cruiser cars and about
35 members took in a drive-in movie at the Film Alley Theater in Bastrop. The weather was a little warm,
but a nice breeze made it a little more comfortable than most recent evenings. Many of us arrived early
to get prime parking spots and to safely visit before sundown and before the show started. Other local
car clubs also showed up with other vintage cars, adding to the numbers and the throw-back feel of the
night. It appeared to be a good success for the theater and a fun outing for club members and other
attendees.
With Bill Szelag as the key contact, the theater was provided with some movie suggestions that might
appeal to our members, and the theater chose "American Graffiti" as the feature movie for the night. It
was a great choice: on-going action, lots of vintage cars involved, and a lasting story line that many of us
can identify with.

We have been talking about having a cruiser gathering at a drive-in location for some time now expected
to have to travel to Austin or some other location to get to one. But our local Film Alley Theater company
recently acquired a large outdoor screen and projection equipment to periodically deploy at their locations
to bring drive-in experiences to their theater locations. We should expect that other films will be scheduled
for Bastrop in the future, and it will be even more comfortable as Fall and Spring weather is upon us.
The link below should work to allow you to see the picture album in Google Photos. If you have photos
on your phone from this event, please add them to this album on our google photos account, if you know
how to access the account, or you can forward them in email to Greg Antonichuk
at greg.antonichuk@signatureflight.com to be added to the album. If you can open the album and
want to add your pictures, you may be able to easily add photos by clicking the icon on the top that has a
+ sign and two little mountain peaks in it. This takes you right to adding photos. Of course, this may not
look the same on different computers or phones, so don't be surprised if this shortcut is not available to
everyone.
See you at the next show.
Jeff
CLICK ON LINK BELOW FOR EVENT PHOTOS

https://photos.app.goo.gl/ABFLcVTgBFFJbJAz7

